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Background
• Around 1960 there were about 40 underground mines in Norway. Most of them were

small companies with limited resources

• Quite a few of them eventually experienced stability problems due to high rock stresses

• Virtually all companies were members of the Association of Mining Companies (AMC), 
which had a research office at NTH

• Professor of mining engineering at that time Arne Hofseth  pointed out for AMC that the
Norwegian mining industri needed expertise within rock mechanics to handle the rock 
stress problems, and that a rock mechanics laboratory had to be established. He also
pointed out that the Mining Department at NTH would be the logical location for the
laboratory

• So from the summer of 1964 the first steps were taken to establish a state of the art rock 
mechanics laboratory at NTH



The first rock stress measurements by NTH 

• In July 1964, the master students Per Gjelvold, Ragnar Moslet og Arne 
Myrvang were sent to a limestone room and pillar mine in South 
Norway to carry out a number rock mechanics field experiments, 
including rock stress  measurements to determine limestone pillar
load. This was the main content of their M.Sc. Thesis.

• The method used was the USBM overcoring borehole deformation
cell.

• After 5 months of hard work, they at last got some reasonable values
of pillar load!



US. Bureau of Mines. USBM-Overcoring Cell



The Doorstopper overcoring method

• After the experiences made with USBM-cell, it was clear that it was
too time consuming and inaccurate.

• In connection with Bjørn Li`s Ph.D work, in 1966 NTH got the
permission to make their own version ot the South African CSIR 
Doorstopper overcoring cell.

• Over the years NTH and SINTEF has highly improved the method, and 
the method is still very much used in connection with mining and civil
engeneering projects



Doorstopper procedure



Typical use of doorstoppers in practise

• The doorstopper is a 2D method measuring the stresses perpendicular to the
borehole.

• The results are sensitive to high stresses along the borehole axis. Therefore the
doorstoppers are used in cases where the axial stress is low.

• Rock pillars where the stressfield is close to uniaxial

• To check the stress condition close to the surface of large span openings

• Under difficult conditions for 3 D measurements , doorstopper measurements
in a vertical hole in the roof of a tunnel may give an indication of high
horizontal stresses



Location of a recent midspan measurement in a 25 m span



Measurement results. Solid compressive stresses perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis secures a stable roof



Longtime monitoring of stress change using a special doorstopper



3 D overcoring stress measurements

• The introduction of the doorstopper in 1966 was a major step
forward, but the limitations were also clear. At this time CSIR in 
South Africa at developed a 3D overcoring cell. NTH was again
permitted to make their own version of the cell.

• In 1966 Arne Myrvang was offered a 4 years scolarship funded by 
the mining industri for a PhD study. The study should follow up the
new method with laboratory and field investigations, and also use
the stress results in modelleing connected to an iron ore mine in 
West Norway. This was pre numerical modelling, so 2D photoelastic
fysical models where used.

• So the next 3 -4 years were used to come up with practical solutions



3 D overcoring cell. The first successful comercial measurements were made in 1971 
in connection with a hydroelectric project near Narvik, North Norway. Over the years
the method has been continiously been refinded and improved.



Both the 2 D and 3 D overcoring cells can only be used in drained dry boreholes. Therefore as 
an additional method, hydraulic fracturing was introdused in 1980, when an HF rig was built
at a NTH  mechanical workshop



General comments

• Until 1984, comercial measurements were made by NTH. Then SINTEF established a 
section for rock and soil mechanics, which took over the measurements.

• Over the years, NTH/SINTEF has carried out projects within mining and civil
engineering in 16 countries in Europe, Asia and Africa in about 160 locations.

• As each location may represent a number of measuring sites, the total number of
measuring holes are in  the order of 400, corresponding to approximately 4000 single 
measurements.

• A large number of projects has been connected to hydroelctric power plants, where
the most imortant issue is to determine the minimum principal rock stress, which in 
the case of unlined high pressure headrace tunnels have to be higher than the water 
head



General Comments

• In most cases, the measured vertical stress is in accordance with the gravity
induced stress

• However, in Norway the measured horizontal stress is often much higher than
the gravity horizontal stress, and also much higher than the vertical stress. This 
means that the horizontal stress is the major principal rock stress

• This will often give high stress concentration in the tunnel roof, which results in 
spalling or rock burst



General comments

• However, high horizontal stress may also be favourable, like in the mining
situation below, where reasonably high compressive stresses in the roof give a 
stable 40 m span where only scattered roof bolting is necessary


